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This bachelor's thesis, Connection between the Work of the Social Therapy Workshops and Interests of
the Society, pursues current attitude of the Czech majority society to the people with mental disability
and their opportunity to integrate. It describes the social service of Social Therapy Workshop and the
influence of a direction of social-work therapy on the level of participation of users on the life of the
majority society. It points to facilitate the integration efforts in the case of concentration of Social
Therapy Workshop attention to users and also to the society. In the research-part the thesis compares the
interests of users and customers in an example of two activities of social-work therapy - a café and a
bakery. After that it shows, which strategies use the employees of the Social Therapy Workshop, so that
they reach the fulfilment of customers, or rather the inhabitants of that locality. The rsearch-part also
describes benefits of the social-work therapy for the people with a mental disability, for customers of the
café and for a local community. The local community gets in touch with these people more naturally and
meetings with them becomes a more pleasant experience. My thesis draws a conclusion, that there are
opportunities to connection of the work of Social Therapy Workshop and the fulfilment of society's
interest. The result of this connection is facilitation of integration the users of this social service into the
majority society.
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